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ABSTRACT

When a demand curve shifts in an imperfectly competitive industry, price, quantity,
consumer surplus, and welfare may individually rise or fall. This breadth of possibilities
contrasts sharply with the narrower and more predictable effects of either a demand shift
in a competitive industry or a cost shift in either type of industry. Even under imperfect
competition, however, the pattern of demand shift effects cannot be entirely arbitrary. A
system of necessary and sufficient relationships among the changes is established.

How profits change when demand shifts is of particular note. When the demand
curve rises, profits may actually fall. As shown here, this possibility is unique to imperfect
competition: profits always rise with demand under both perfect competition and perfect
collusion. The demand shift case again also contrasts with the cost shift case, where
imperfect competition is not a necessary ingredient in generating perverse profit effects.



•

1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper, Dixit [1986] examines the comparative statics of an oligopoly, using

conjectural variations to capture the degree of industry collusion. Dixit's treatment is

at a very general level: the shift parameter is simply modelled as any parameter of the

profit function. Several earlier papers (e.g., Seade [1983], Katz and Rosen [1983], Salop

and Scheffman [1983], and others cited by Dixit) have examined the more specific case
•

of a shift parameter in the cost function. One interesting finding of those papers is that

cost increases can lead to higher profits. This can happen with either perfect or imperfect

competition, although not with perfect collusion. When costs increase, however, most of

the other results for the symmetric case are quite predictable: price always rises, and

quantity, consumer surplus, and welfare always fall. Thus, for a cost shift, imperfect

competition offers no qualitative change from perfect competition.

This paper presents the comparative statics of a demand curve shift. With a demand

shift, imperfect competition introduces a variety of possibilities not found in the perfectly

competitive case. Moreover, the set of possible effects is generally richer than with a cost

shift. In particular, when demand shifts, an imperfectly competitive industry's quantity,

price, consumer surplus, and welfare can each either rise or fall — although not in any

arbitrary combination. establish a system of necessary and sufficient relationships among

these various effects.

Perhaps the most interesting findings concern profits. As with a cost shift, profits can

change perversely: profits can actually fall when the demand curve rises. However, unlike

a cost shift, a demand shift can produce such a perverse profit effect only in the middle

ground between competition and complete collusion. Thus, the profit effect of a demand

shift in an imperfectly competitive industry may be qualitatively different from the effects

in both perfectly competitive and perfectly collusivi e industries.

Section 2 presents the formal model and reviews the cost shift results. The mathemat-

ical formulation here is somewhat different than that used by the papers cited above. My
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formulation allows a clear analytical and graphical interpretation of comparative static

signs in terms of standard demand, marginal revenue, marginal cost, and average cost

curves.

In Sec. 3, I derive the comparative statics of a demand shift and present a specific

functional form example of a perverse change in profits. I then explore the reasons for the

differences in the cost and demand shift effects. Finally, I identify some common policy

situations in which perverse profit effects can easily be ruled out and other cases where

perverse profit effects could plausibly arise.

Section 4 briefly summarizes the results and concludes by presenting an alternative

welfare interpretation of a conjectural variations equilibrium.

2. THE MODEL AND COST SHIFT RESULTS

This paper treats the case of a homogeneous product industry consisting of n identical

firms. Firm i produces output level qi at a cost C(qi), for i = 1, , n. The (inverse)

demand curve for the industry's output is P(Q), where Q E-E7_i qi is the total industry

supply.

Firm i chooses qi to maximize its profits 7ri, where

(1) P(Q) • qi— C(qi).

The firm's first order condition for this maximization is

(2) drildqi = P(Q) 13 • Q • PQ(Q) — MC (q) = 0,

where subscripts (except i, j) will indicate partial derivatives, MC is the firm's marginal

cost function, and Pi (qi1Q)(dQ dqi) is firm i's conjecture about the elasticity of total

industry supply with respect to the firm's output.' We limit consideration here to the case

of identical conjectures: f3 i= 133- = # for all i,j. A little rearranging of (2) then yields, for

(3) (1— 13) • P(Q) # • M R(Q) = MC(qi),
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where MR(Q) = P(Q) Q • PQ(Q) is the industry marginal revenue curve. Throughout

I will assume that both PQ and MRQ are negative at the equilibrium Q, that MCq is

nonnegative at equilibrium, and that all three functions are finite. These assumptions

guarantee (but are not necessary for) the second order conditions for the firm's maximiza-

tion problem.2

If MC is globally strictly increasing, then any solution to the n equations (3) is

symmetric among the firms. Otherwise, I will assume the symmetric solution directly. Let

Q* denote the industry output corresponding to the symmetric solution, with each firm's

output given by Q* In, and let P* a..P(Q*) be the equilibrium price. Henceforth, unless

indicated otherwise, all functions will be evaluated at Q* and P*. Then, (3) becomes

(4) (1 — [3) • P(Q*)-F )5' • MR(Q*)= MC(Q* In)

and the profits of a representative firm are

(5) 7r* a P* • Q* In— C(Q*14

Clearly, f3 = 0 corresponds to pure competition, while /3 = 1 represents a perfectly

collusive cartel. At the symmetric Cournot solution, 1/n, since with Cournot dQldqi=

1 for all 1. Thus, the value of # can be interpreted as an index of industry collusion, with

higher 13 representing greater collusion and [0,1] being the reasonable range of values for

(3.

The lefthand side of (3) is then a convex combination of demand and marginal revenue.

The natural interpretation of this expression is as the firm's "conjectural" marginal revenue

curve, henceforth denoted CMR(Q,#). The conjectural marginal revenue deviates from

the true marginal revenue when the firm fails to perceive that its interests are fully parallel

to those of its rivals. The above assumptions imply that CMR is downward sloping at Q*.

In the symmetric case considered here, the solution (4) has a nice graphical represen-

tation. The case of fl = 1/2 is illustrated in Fig.I.
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Consumers' utility at Q* is given by the standard consumer surplus:

Q
CS* E--_- f P (t)dt — P* • Q* .

o

•

Welfare at Q* will be measured by industry profit, n • 7r*, plus consumer surplus, CS*; or

equivalently by

(7) 10Q.PM& — n • C(Q* In).
,

Let us now briefly review the comparative statics of a cost function shift.3 Throughout

the paper, the shift parameter will be denoted by 0. For the cost shift case, the cost

function becomes C(q,0). The convention in this section will be that an increase in 0

raises the marginal cost curve: MCe > 0 at all q. With 0 entered in the cost and marginal

cost functions, equations (4) and (5) characterize industry equilibrium. The endogenous

variables are now parameterized on 0: Q* = Q* (0) , P* = P (Q* (0)) , etc.
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For a cost shift, Q*, P*, consumer surplus, and (for the usual case) welfare (see note

6 below) move in the predictable directions, regardless of the degree of competition. Total

differentiation of (4) yields4

(8) dQ* la = mcdn <0,

where, by the above assumptions,

(9) 
0 a (1 - fl) • PQ + p •mRQ-MCq(Q*In,O)In <0.

Thus,

(10) dP*/ a -=-L PQ • dQ* la > 0, and

(11) dCS* la = —Q* • dP* la <0.

A reasonable (but not necessary) presumption is that total costs also rise with 0 : Co > 0.

If so, the effect of 0 on welfare is5

(12) &V* la = —n • Co ± (P* — MC) • dQ* IdO <0.

Finally, the profit effect can be derived from (5):

dr* • dQ*
= —Co + (1/n) • [MR — MC] •

clO a

—Q*'[Ace — (1— 0) • (PQ/f1) • Awe],
(13)

.....

.....1.•

n

where MR — MC = (1— fl) • Q* • PQ is used (from (4)) and ACe -a- Ce(Q* In,0)1(Q* In).

Perhaps the most intuitively appealing notion is that higher costs should yield lower

profits. Indeed, this is true if the firms are perfectly collusive: if P . 1, then dr* la <0.

For less than perfect collusion, however, dr* la does not have a definite sign. From (9),

when 13 <1, 0 < (1— 13) - (PQ/fl) <1. Thus, a sufficient condition for dr* la <0 is that

average costs rise more at Q* In than do marginal costs. Conversely, a necessary condition

for a perverse profit change — i.e., for dr* Ide > 0 — is that MCo > AC0.6 If the industry

is perfectly competitive and marginal costs are locally flat, this condition is both necessary

and sufficient.
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3. THE COMPARATIVE STATICS OF A DEMAND SHIFT

a. Analysis

This section examines how a demand shift affects quantity, price, profits, consumer

surplus, and welfare. The shift parameter, which will again be 0, now appears in the inverse

demand function — i.e., P = P(Q,0) — but not in the cost function. The convention

will be that a rise in 0 shifts the demand curve outward: Po > 0 at all output levels. If

one's intuition is based on competitive- supply and demand, then the intuitively "normal"

effects of an outward demand shift would be to raise P*, Q*, 7r*, and W* (but perhaps

not CS*). All of these signs are correct for competition, and all can be reversed with

imperfect competition.

We should begin by noting that both MR and CMR now depend on 0: MR0 =

Po + Q • PQO and CMR0 = (1 — )6) • Po + fl • MR0. Therefore, PQ, > 0 is equivalent to

MR0 > CMR0 > Po. Also, when Po > 0, CMR0 > 0 is implied by MR0 > 0, which in

turn is implied by PQ0 > 0.

The effect of 0 on Q* is found by totally differentiating (4) (mutatis mutandis):

(14) dQVc10 = —C MR9 Ifl,

One immediate result is that dQ*1c10 is indeed positive under competition, since CMR0 =

Po when 16 = 0. Note, however, that dQ* la will be negative if MR0 < —((1 — i3)//3) • Po

or, equivalently, if PQ0 < —Poi (16 • Q*).

The effect of 0 on price is determined from dP* = Po + Pc. • (dQ* Id0). Using (9),

(14), and the above expression for CMR0, we get

(15)
dP* p •[pe • AiRQ — PQ • MR0] - Po • MCgIn

Under competition, dP* > 0, with strict inequality holding if marginal cost is up-

ward sloping. A sufficient condition for dP* la to have the normal (positive) sign is that

the quantity change be perverse (negative). Conversely, for dP* la to be negative, it is

necessary that dQ* > 0 and, more stringently, that MR0 > Po • MRQ/PQ(> 0).7
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(16)

The effect of 0 on consumer surplus is

dCS* fcr dP*

dO
= Po(t,O)dt — Q* •

0 dO

EL [Po(t,O) — Po(Q* ,O)]d1—
Q* 

P 
• - Q • clO •

This expression may be either positive or negative, even for pure competition.8 Expression

(16) is positive either if dP* <0 or if PQ0 = 0 at all outputs.

The welfare effect is

(17)
dW* r* 

Po(t,O)dt (P* — 
MC) • 

dQ*

clO 
= 

dO •0

Clearly, (17) is positive for competition. Also, dQ* > 0 is sufficient for (17) to be

positive for any #. However, dW*R0 may be negative if dQ* <0 and /3> 0.

Finally, the effect of 0 on firm profits can be found from (5):

(18)
dire
= Pe • Q* + (1/n) • EMR — MC] • 

dQ* 
.

de

Since MR < MC from (4), a necessary condition for cl7r* < 0 is that dQ* > 0.

Thus, dr* Id° <0 is sufficient for dW* > 0 and dCS*/d0 > 0.

Substituting MR — MC = (1— fl) • Q* • PQ into (18) and using dP* Ide = Po ± PQ •

(dQ* IdO) yields

(19)
dir* Q*= • [13 PO + ( i3) •dP*

clO n dO

Equation (19) shows that perverse profit effects cp.nnot arise in either perfectly com-

petitive or perfectly collusive markets. It is immediate that dr* > 0 if # = 1. Further,

= 0 also guarantees that dr* > 0, since dP* > 0 when 13 = 0. Perverse profit

effects can only occur when 0 < < 1, and then only when dP* < 0, a necessary

condition more stringent than dQ* > 0.
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dCS*/de > 0 dW*/de > 0

I 1
dRil/de < 0  > dP*/de < 0   d(2*/de > 0

2
MRe > Pe   MRe > 0   CMR

e 
> o

Fig. 2 Demand Shift Comparative Statics-Sufficient Conditions When Pe > 0
(Arrowheads indicate direction of implications.)

One further condition is also necessary for dr* I clO < 0. Substituting MR — MC =

(1— 13) • Q* • PQ and (14) into (18) and rearranging yields

(20)
dr* Q*

de 
= —

n 
• [Po — (1 — 13) • (PQ/fl) • cmR01

Since 0 < (1-13) • (PQ/1Z) <1 when 0 </3 < 1, thr* I a <0 requires MR0 > CMR0 > Po,

or equivalently Pcoo > 0.9 Of course, if PQ0 > 0 and Po > 0, then demand gets more elastic

at the same quantity.

The network of necessary and sufficient conditions just developed is summarized in

Fig. 2.

With all of these conditions being necessary to get dr* I clO < 0, is it in fact possible

for profits to fall as 0 rises? Al' numerical example gives an affirmative answer. Suppose

total and marginal costs are zero everywhere. For 0 < Q < 0.9 and for 0 varying in a

neighborhood of zero, let the inverse demand curve bel°

(21) P(Q, 0) = 2 + (a0 — 2.7) • Q + Q2 .

When 0 = 0, the slope assumptions on demand and marginal revenue are satisfied: PQ <0

and MRQ <0 for all Q in [0,0.9). If the industry is a Cournot duopoly (i.e., n = 2 and

8
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(3 = 1/2), direct calculation yields dQ* dO = 2.0189 • a, dP* = —1.1493 • a, and

dr* I clO = —0.063 • a. Since PQ0 = a, Pco > 0 implies dQ*/dO > 0 > dP*/d0 and

dr* I <0.11

b. Discussion.

When the demand curve rises, why are there so many more qualitative possibilities

with imperfect competition than with perfect competition? The answer lies in the fact

that with perfect competition the change in firms' marginal revenue conjectures exactly

equals the shift in the demand curve, while with imperfect competition the change in firms'

•
conjectural marginal revenue also involves the change in true marginal revenue. Of course,

when demand rises, true marginal revenue may rise by either more or less than demand

or may even fall. It is this extra degree of freedom that supports the perverse possibilities

under imperfect competition: MR0 <0 is needed for Q* or W* to fall, while MR0 > P0 is

needed for profits to fall. These possibilities do not arise with perfect competition because

the change in true marginal revenue is then irrelevant.

It is for the reverse reason that a cost shift produces the same effects under imperfect

competition as under perfect competition: as far as costs are involved, Q* always depends

only on MC — never on AC — and firms never misperceive this fact. Thus, for 
Q*, P* ,

and CS*, there is no extra degree of freedom to cause perverse effects.12

The discrepancy between the profit effects of cost and demand shifts is somewhat

different: it is in the competitive case that the discrepancy appears, and then it is a cost

shift that yields the richer possibilities. The explanation, however, again has to do with

the role — or lack of role — of the MR curve.

Specifically, equations (13) and (18) show that the profit effect of cost and demand

shifts have two parts: the first part is the effect at the old 
Q*, and the second is the effect

through the induced change in Q* . The profit change at the old Q* is captured by the

change in average revenue or cost. For both cost and demand shifts, this average effect

provides the intuitive basis for the "normal" sign. The normal sign can be reversed only

9



if Q* is moved strongly enough in the appropriate direction.

The change in Q* is in turn determined by the changes in the marginal curves — i.e.,

by MC0 and CMR0. To swamp the effect of an average cost (revenue) shift thus requires

MC0 > ACe (resp., CMR0 > P0). For a cost shift, this can occur even for competition,

since the relative magnitudes of AC0 and MC0 do not depend on 13. However, this is not

true of a demand shift: perfectly competitive firms ignore the true marginal revenue curve

and conjecture that CMR0 = Pe. Thus, when demand shifts in a competitive industry,

the change in Q* will never be so strong as to reverse the effect of Pe on 7*.

These results have a variety of applications. First, demand growth in an oligopoly

may not yield higher profits, especially if the new customers entering the market have more

elastic demands than the continuing customers. Conversely, to be profitable, advertising

even in a homogeneous product industry should not only expand demand but also make

it less elastic: profits need not rise even when P0 > 0 if Pc20 > 0 fails to hold. Further,

with imperfect competition, environmental regulation which lowers the demand for a cer-

tain product need not reduce the profitability of that product, nor need it increase the

profitability of unregulated substitutes, nor need it increase the incentives to develop new

nonpolluting alternative products.13,14

Perverse profit effects can be ruled out in some common policy situations. In par-

ticular, such effects cannot arise for either a standard per unit commodity tax or an ad

valorem sales tax. Of course, when a tax 0 is imposed, the demand curve shifts down rather

than up: 1)9 <0. A perverse profit effect would then be dr* > 0 — i.e., firms' profits

actually rising as a result of a tax on their output. If MRQ <0 as we have assumed, then

(20) indicates that for profits to rise would require PQ0 <0. However, imposing a tax of 0

per unit of output causes a parallel downward shift in the demand curve (i.e., PQ0 = 0),

while imposing a 0 percent ad valorem sales tax rotates the demand curve downward about

its horizontal intercept, so that PQ0 > 0.

One policy option which could cause a perverse profit effect is a system of mar-

10



ketable pollution permits. A marketable permit system has, for instance, been proposed

for regulating the output of the chlorofluorocarbon family of chemicals ("CFCs").15 These

chemicals have a wide variety of largely unrelated uses, from refrigerants to solvents to

blowing agents. Roughly put, a marketable permit system would require the purchasers

of CFCs to buy a permit for each pound of the chemical used. It has been proposed that

total CFC production be limited by limiting the number of permits, but that specific limits

not be placed on individual chemicals -within the CFC family.

Consider the demand curve for any one CFC. At any given output of that chemical, a

permit system would cause its demand curve to fall by the corresponding price of a permit.

To expand output of that CFC would then require permits to be bid away from ever more

valuable uses of the other CFCs. Thus, the higher the output of the one CFC, the higher

the permit price and the more the demand curve for that one would fall. In terms of the

model above, P0 and PQ0 would both be negative; and profits of the oligopolistic CFC

manufacturers might actually rise under a permit system.

4. CONCLUSIONS

When a demand curve shifts in an imperfectly competitive industry, price, quantity,

consumer surplus, and welfare may each individually either rise or fall. This breadth of

possibilities with a demand shift under imperfect competition contrasts sharply with the

much narrower and more predictable effects of either a demand shift in a competitive

industry or a cost shift in either type of industry. Even under imperfect competition,

however, the pattern of demand shift effects cannot be entirely arbitrary. This paper has

established a system of necessary and sufficient relationships among the changes in the

various variables.

How profits change when demand shifts is particularly interesting. When the demand

curve rises, profits may actually fall. As I have shown, this possibility is unique to imperfect

competition: profits always rise with demand under both perfect competition and perfect

collusion. The demand shift case thus again contrasts with the cost shift case, where

11



imperfect competition is not a necessary ingredient in generating perverse profit effects.

Finally, there are welfare interpretations of the conjectural supply elasticity )3 which

are independent of any comparative statics context. Equation (4) can be rearranged to

give

(22) (1 — )6) • [P (Q*) — M C (Q* n)] )3 • [Al R(Q*) — M C (Q* n)] = 0.

Thus, Q* maximizes the weighted average of welfare and industry profits

(23) (1— )3) • W )3 • (n • 7r),

with (1 — )3) and # providing the weights.16 It has been the practice of some authors (e.g.,

Ordover and Panzar [1982]) to use a general maximand of form (23) with arbitrary weights

to study simultaneously the welfare optimal, profit optimal, and second-best (Ramsey)

optimal market outcomes. Our treatment establishes that such general weights can be

interpreted in terms of conjectural variations.

Conversely, when firms use conjectural variations in choosing output, f3 becomes di-

rectly involved in some standard welfare measures of the resulting equilibrium. For in-

stance, (4) can be rearranged to yield

(24)
P* — MC(Q* In) 

P*

where e = —P* (Q* • PQ) is the demand elasticity. Thus, /3/e is the Lerner Index. Further-

more, it can be shown [Quirmbach, 198413] that when an input price changes the change

in the Marshallian surplus behind' the input demand curve exactly equals the change in

(23), where W and n • ir refer to the consumer surplus-plus-profit and industry profit in

the (possibly imperfectly competitive) industry which uses that input.
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NOTES

*University of Southern California. The results presented here extend results appear-

ing in Quirmbach [19821, a study supported by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Contract No. 68-01-6236 to The Rand Corporation. The earlier work benefited from

comments by Jonathan Cave, James Dertouzos, Adele Palmer, and Charles Phelps. I am

particularly indebted to Daniel Spulber for suggesting the format for the current paper. I
would like to thank Leigh Tesfatsion for comments on the current draft.

1. Most authors represent conjectural variations as firm i's conjectures about its
individual rivals' outputs (cigildqi for j i) or its conjecture about the total output of all

rivals (d{ E qi} dqi). For other comparative static uses of the conjectural elasticity

format, see Quirmbach [1982, 1984a, 198413]. The elasticity representation is also used in
an empirical context by Appelbaum [1982).

2. Throughout I will also assume that is independent of qi and Q. This holds in
the perfectly competitive, perfectly collusive, and symmetric Cournot cases. The second
order necessary condition is then -

n • )3 • [(1 — 13) • PQ 13 • MRQ]— MCq < 0.

While the three conditions Pq <0, MRQ <0, and MCq > 0 are not individually
necessary for the second order conditions for some particular values of g, there is no strictly
weaker set of conditions which guarantees that the second order conditions are satisfied
by a locally unique Q independent of fl. For competition, MCq > 0 is necessary for the
second order conditions. If this is the only restriction on MCq, then PQ <0 must hold to
guarantee a unique competitive Q; and MRQ <0 must hold to assure a unique Q under
perfect collusion.

If fie were to depend on Q, then cifi/dQ > 0 together with the previous assumptions
would assure the the second order conditions. (See also note 4 below.)

3. Many of these results are available elsewhere, although not in the "fl" format. See,
for instance, the sources cited in the introduction.

4. As is often the practice in this literature, I will assume that conjectures are inde-
pendent of the shift parameter; i.e., that df3/c/0 0. (See, for instance, Katz and Rosen
[1985, p.18, fn.5].) Were this not an appropriate assumption for a particular application,
then each comparative static derivative that follows would have an extra additive term re-
flecting the partial effect through a change in 13. The signs of such terms would be obvious
in all cases: a higher would tend to lower quantity, consumer surplus, and welfare while
raising price and profits.

Note that it would be entirely reasonable for Ps to depend on n. Indeed, one would
expect that di 3 Idn < 0 — i.e., more firms lead to greater competition. This idea has been
applied in Quirmbach [1982, 19844

5. It is, of course, possible that Co <0 even though MCo > 0 locally. In that case,
dW*/c/O could be positive. For instance, if a rise in 6 represented a fall in the price of an
inferior input (i.e., an input the demand for which is a decreasing function of the firm's
output), then Co <0 < MCo would in fact hold. However, this case hardly meets our
intuitive notion of an upward cost shift.

6. Seade [1983, p.131 gives an example of a perverse profit change in a case where
MCo = ACe. However, his example requires in addition that Q PQQ PQ < —2. This
latter condition is equivalent to MRQ > 0, so that the second order conditions may not be
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satisfied if fl is large. (See note 2 above.) Seade's result differs from ours because, when
MRQ > 0 and MCq = 0 as in Seade's example, then (1 — 13) • PQ/1l> 1 for < 1.

7. It can be shown that this more stringent condition cannot be satisfied by a demand
curve that is linear in Q. However, it can be satisfied for a very simple nonlinear demand
curve. See (21) below.

8. Suppose, for instance, that marginal costs are locally vertical, so that dQ* = 0
for all f3. Then, if PQ0 has the same sign at all output levels, dCS*/c/O < (>) 0 as
PQ0 > (C) 0.

9. The necessity of this condition rests on our assumption that MRQ <0. (See note
6 above.) It may be of further interest to note that, while PQ0 > 0 implies dQ* > 0
from (14), PQ8 > 0 is in general neither necessary nor sufficient for dP* I <0. This can
be shown by rearranging (15):

• Q* • PQ DdP* 
= —

Po 
• RM RQ PQ) • /3 — MCdn] • I 0.

S/ f/

For general demand curves MRQ may be either greater or less than PQ.

10. Let the demand curve turn vertically downward at Q = 0.9.

11. As mentioned in note 7 above, the demand curve must be nonlinear to get
dP* I a < 0, a necessary condition for dr*/c/0 <0. Otherwise this example is not particu-
larly pathological: for instance, it satisfies the stability conditions specified in Dixit [1986,
p.116].

12. Demand and cost shifts are modelled here somewhat asymmetrically: a demand
shift is a shift in the average revenue curve while a cost shift is a shift in the marginal
cost curve. This asymmetry is appropriate, since these are the two curves which determine
the equilibrium in the baseline case of perfect competition. While it is tempting to try
to explain the asymmetry between the cost and demand shift effects on the basis of this
modelling asymmetry alone, such an explanation would be incomplete. One could, for
instance, impose modelling symmetry by requiring a demand shift to satisfy both Po > 0
and MRe > 0 and a cost shift to satisfy both MCe > 0 and ACe > 0. This would take care
of the differences in the effects on Q* and W*, but the discrepancies would nevertheless
remain for P* , consumer surplus, and profits.

13. See Quirmbach [1982].

14. Bulow, Geanakoplos, and 'Klemperer [1985] present an interesting example of a
related effect. In a multimarket context, they show that an outward shift in the demand
curve in a market where a diversified firm has a monopoly may cause a fall in the profits
the firm earns in another market where it faces oligopolistic rivals. The authors confine
their analysis to the case where the transmission mechanism between the markets is the
multiproduct cost function (i.e., the products' demands are independent), but they point
out that similar effects are possible when demands are interrelated.

15. See Palmer and Quinn [1981].

16. As above, /3 is treated here as being independent of Q. Also, the maximization
here takes the number of firms (and their symmetry) as given.
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